Mosaic training Reims 2016-03-16
This document will help you to make additional training at home.
It assumes some prior knowledge to Mosaic and ISIScan Nova or that you use the Infratec Nova manual.
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1 Check sample
Start to make a new product.
Sample type must be “Check sample”.

Save the product ( top left corner)
Then add a prediction model, this could be any model , we normally use a Wheat protein model.

Then add a operational profile

Now comes the important part , setting the limits.
Select Relative.
Using Relative can you do a ”check sample definition” on the instrument to set the target value, this will
then be used as the target and when a new check sample is required can just make a new ”Check sample
definition” and the limits do not need to be changed.
Select lower and upper warning and action limits. No sign, just the number.
Note that limits are the difference from the target.

In Nova will the graph show target and limits .

The other choices are Absolute and Differential.
Doing Absolute do you need to set the target yourself and also limits in absolute numbers, not difference.
It is still possible to make a ”check sample definition ” but it will not be used.
The limits you have set will be the ones used.

Differential will use the target you set but with limits set as difference from the target.

Same with the possibility to make a ”check sample definition” it is possible but will not be used.

2 Parameter profile (name and order)
The parameter profile contains the name of the predicted parameter and the order it is presented in.
The parameter profile is created or selected when importing a prediction model.
It can of course be edited afterwards, please note that if the same parameter profile is used for multiple
prediction models will all of them be changed when editing the parameter profile.

The short name is the one that is
presented on the instrument.

The “Name” is something that must
be unique. So you can have many
Protein1.2.3. and so on, all with the
Short name Protein.

Display order is of course the order it is displayed on the instrument.

3 Sample numbering
There are many options for numbering.
Sample numbering is set in the Operational profile , sample numbering.
As you can see here is there also an article in the help files that describes sample numbering.

This is a common setting, Sample number is enabled and it is set so the last one comes up again.
Note the option “user defined fields “ (UDF). This enables you to set up specif input to the sample
registration. UDFs can also be searched in Mosaic.
Automatic options are many.
Read the article in the help files.

4 Dynamic subsamples
Dynamic subsamples is a way to speed up analysis when analysing very homogeneous samples.
It will analyse 5 subsamples and then look at the standard deviation (Std) for a selected parameter, if it is
below a treshold will it stop there. If the Std is higher indicating a less homogeneous sample will it
continue to 10 subsamples.

Dynamic subsampling is set first in the operational profile .
Then in the selected prediction model ( it can be multiple prediction models).

Tick the box and set a treshold.

5 Diagnostic reminder
When starting the instrument will it run a selftest and we recommend that a selftest is made every day.
If the instrument is not turned off is it helpful to have a reminder that tells the operator that a selftest shold
be made manually ( from the care menu).
Instrument and Instrument settings is where to set a diagnostic reminder.
Note! This can only be done on the master , so if the fields are greyed out do you need to go to the
Mosaic that is master for the instrument.

6 Test Weight prediction models
TWM models are normally part of the products / mcf files for the common grains types.
It is of course possible to add TWM prediction models to any type of grain.
The TWM models are divided up according to the unit used, so kg/hl have one set, lb/bu one set and g/l
one set.

In the setting, commodity equation is it possible to select commodity. Wheat , Barley, Rye and Oat have
some special slope and intercept that can’t be changed so they are greyed out.

For Custom is the nothing like that so there can any slope and intercept be set.
It is of course still possible to set a slope and intercept on the instrument.

7 Import & Export ”Products ”
When you buy a product ( calibration) you get a mcf file ( mosaic configuration file ).
This file includes everything needed so it can be imported either direct on the instrument ( care menu/
configuration) or to Mosaic.

This product does have the settings we recommend from Foss, but can of course be changed in Mosaic to
your preference.
The problem comes when you want to export a product as there is no such option 
What can be exported is a group configuration.

This will export all products in that group together with other settings for the group. But this is very
useful when cloning standalone instruments.

8 Outlier detection
Outlier detection can be set in different ways depending on how much attention you want .

First all of you that don’t understand, Leverage, residual and standard deviation do we also mark those
with B, A and C in Mosaic .
The box Display leverage is normally not ticket, meaning that it will not show during normal analysis, if
you tick this will the value always show even if it is zero.
Below is when Display is on.

Same view without display ticked.

If Limit check is ticked ( and it should ) will the limit always be checked and a warning come up.
And you can see the values in Detail view

Please also note that the range for Residual and Leverage is still 0-5 as in the 1241( a little confusing).
Range Outlier (D) is set with a warning and action limit, these are today set to the same value.
Before were these also subject to a level of 0 to 5 but that is gone now and there is an absolute limit.

9 E-mail reporting
It is possible to set up a group to send a report on instrument status or flag logs every week or month.
This can of course be a help to keep track on the instrument status.
Start to select Instruments and right click on the properties.

Select how frequent you want a report, if you want Flags log or status.
Then add an user to send it to.

Note that this function is only available in Mosaic pro ( network ).
Dear Bengt Nordlund,
The Mosaic Instrument Surveillance has raised the flag Events for the instrument
Infratec NOVA.
Instrument details:
Serial number: 91750965
Chassis ID: 36028844273881845
Contact person: N/A
Network: Global Network Meeting
Flags status summary:
Synchronisation: OK
Events: Warning
Diagnostics: OK
Outliers: Error
Product limits: OK
Kind regards,
The FieldTest3 Mosaic system

10 Moisture compensation
Do you want results compensated for moisture , the mositsure compensation is the way to do it.
Select Prediction model.

The simple thing is to start with Moisture , Tick enabled and then select Reported basis to “Is moisture” .
This will tell the system what parameter that is moisture so it can use it for calculating any moisture
compensation.
Second is to go to the parameter that you want to compensate, for example Protein .

In most cases are Foss calibrations based on “dry matter” , so if you want the result presented based on
14% moisture, then tick enabled, then select “reported basis “ to “based on constant moisture” and set the
“Reported basis level” to 14.

11 Surveillance
Print a Diagnostic report , this is the first simple way to check status on you instrument.
It will give a fast indication if everything is Ok.
Next step is to look in Surveillence in Mosaic. Here can you quickly get an overview on the number of
selftests made and how many that failed. Also if they are start up tests or manual tests.

Double click on one to open the window

Here is a lot of information but I would like to point out a few things.
1. Instrument Audit trail, here is it possible to see what SW version and other important settings that
have been used.

2. Next is the stability test , this equals noise test.

This is a typical manual test , with only one point well below the treshold.
The next screen shoot is start up test where the noise strts high up and then falls down to an
acceptable level.

3. There is of course more intresting information if you want to look around.

12 Automatic start
If you want the instrument to start direcly when the sample is put into the hatch is that possible to set up.
Please not that you then must select the product first.
This is done in the operational profile / settings /sample presentation.
Just tick the box, please note that all products using this operational profile will be updated and will start
automatically.

13 Advanced filters
If you want to find specific samples is that possible using advance filters .

Click on the edit button and the advanced filter window comes up. Here is it possible to search using a
number of different filters, both on parameters, UDF and identification.
So if you want all samples containg less than 9 % moisture set it as the first line in the advanced filter
window.

